
Our company is hiring for an advanced business analyst. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for advanced business analyst

Conduct data analytics and provide supporting synopsis
Have a working knowledge of POS rules, SARA sales reporting, Territory and
Product alignments and compensation to effectively investigate and
troubleshoot all Health Care data issues, report the impact, and assist in the
resolution no matter the impact
Provide specialized reporting and analytics to all IPD and C3SD to support
business plans
Lead the research into all data issues and expedite the resolution process to
the appropriate resource
Act as the primary point of contact for Health Care customers and provide
necessary training for error resolution
Proficient use of required tools including MS Office Suite and Cases
Provide backup support as required
Works closely with Behavior Scientists to ensure B ehavior S cience
requirements are represented in software products as intended
Develops detailed product requirements that define the user capabilities,
specific functional specifications, data and analytics and additional details
that show how the user stories are to be satisfied
Represents Behavioral and Data Sciences strategy, goals and objectives when
collaborating with product team, project & portfolio management, IT, and
quality functions to ensure alignment and joint accountability for successful
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Qualifications for advanced business analyst

Experience in project management and project management tools / software
(Microsoft Project)
Intermediate level of proficiency with Microsoft Office- Intermediate Excel,
Outlook, Word and PowerPoint
Experience in analysis of business process and workflo
Hands on experience using digital ad serving applications highly preferred
Knowledge of FreeWheel MRM and Google DFP ad servers preferred
Understanding of audience measurement, ad viewability, and native
advertising preferred


